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The investigations on accumulation point in fuzzy topological spaces L-fuzzy
.  w x w x w x w xtopological spaces have lasted for more than 16 years e.g., see 9 , 11 , 6 , 15 ,
w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x.17 , 20 , 13 , 4 , 1 , 18 , 16 , 5 . Amongst these researches, the notion
w xintroduced in 9 even yielded the fuzzy form of the famous C. T. Yang's Theorem.
But, however, the main basic problem, making the derivation operator derived
from it preserve finite joins, is still unsolved; even only inclusion order of subsets
cannot be preserved. Compared with the fundamental position of this concept
standing at in topology, this shortage is obvious. With a new operation possessing
many quite nice properties, the so-called ``quasi-difference'' between two L-fuzzy
subsets, a reasonable definition is introduced for this basic notion in this paper
which possesses the wanted properties and, applying its nice property, the L-fuzzy
form of the C. T. Yang's Theorem is proved. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: accumulation point; quasi-difference; adherent point; L-fuzzy topo-
logical space
1. PRELIMINARIES
For convenience, we introduce some frequently used notions and results
in L-fuzzy topological spaces.
In the sequel, X always stands for a nonempty ordinary set, L always
means a completely distributive lattice with an order-reversing involution
9 : L ª L, and call every lattice of this kind an F-lattice. The smallest
element and the largest elements of L are denoted by 0 and 1 , or 0 andL L
X  . 1 for short, respectively. For every A g L , denote supp A s x g X :
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 . 4 X  .  .A x ) 0 ; call it the support of A. Also define A9 g L by A9 x s A x 9
for every x g X. For every a g L, let a denote the constant mapping from
X to L with value a.
Note that the partial order F on L naturally induces a pointwise order
F on LX as follows: For every pair U, V g LX,
U F V m ; x g X , U x F V x . .  .
This order is also a partial order, and it makes LX to be an F-lattice. So
for convenience, we always consider that every subfamily A ; LX has been
equipped with the relative order in LX.
DEFINITION 1.1. A relation F on a set D is called directed, if for every
finite D ; D, there exists d g D such that d F d for every d g D . A0 0 0 0
set D equipped with a directed preorder F is called a directed set or
up-directed set. The dual notion down-directed set is dually defined.
DEFINITION 1.2. ;a g L, denote
 4  4­a s b g L: b G a , xa s b g L: L b F a .
a g L is called join-irreducible, if for every two a, b g L,
a F a k b « a F a or a F b;
every nonzero join-irreducible element is called a molecule. For every
 .A ; L, denote the set of all the molecules contained in A by M A .
Note that for a nonempty ordinary set X, an F-lattice L and an L-fuzzy
subset A g LX, according to the symbol defined above, xA is the set of all
the elements in LX smaller than A. So the set of all the molecules of LX
smaller than A is just
M xA s x : x g X , l g M L , l F A x . 4 .  .  .l
DEFINITION 1.3. ; x g X, a g L, denote the L-fuzzy subset taking
value a at x and value 0 at other points of X by x ; call it an L-fuzzy pointa
on X. For every A ; LX, denote the set of all the L-fuzzy points on X
 .contained in A by pt A .
d ; LX is called an L-fuzzy topology on X, if d is closed under arbitrary
 X .joins and finite meets, especially, 0, 1 g d . Call L , d an L-fuzzy topologi-
cal space, or call it an L-fts for short. Every U g d is called an open subset
 X . Xin L , d , and every P g L such that P9 g d is called a closed subset in
 X .  X .L , d . Denote the family of all the closed subsets in L , d by d 9.
 X . XDEFINITION 1.4. Let L , d be an L-fts, A g L . Define, respectively,
the interior AT and the closure Ay of A as
T  4 y  4A s U g d : U F A , A s P g d 9: P G A .E H
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For every two A, B g LX, say, A quasi-coincides with B, denoted by
 .  .AqB, if there exists x g X such that A x g B9 x ; otherwise, denote it byÃ
A! qB.Ã
Denote the set of all the points in X, at which AqB, by Ao B, i.e.,Ã
Ao B s x g X : x qB . 4ÃA x .
 X .Let x g pt L , U g d , P g d 9. U is called a quasi-coincident neighbor-a
hood of x , if x qU; denote the family of all the quasi-coincident neigh-Ãa a
 .borhoods of x by Q x , called the quasi-coincident neighborhood systema a
 X .of x in L , d .a
According to the previous stipulation, every quasi-coincident neighbor-
 .  X . Xhood system Q x in L , d is equipped with the relative order in L .a
DEFINITION 1.5. Define a relation U on L as follows: For every two
a, b g L, a U b if and only if for every C ; L such that EC G b, there
 .  4exists c g C such that a F c. Denote b a s b g L: b U a . Every subset
 .D ; b a satisfying E D s a is called a minimal set of a in L.
w xTHEOREM 1.6. 7, 12, 13, 19 . Let L be a complete lattice. Then the
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i L is completely distributi¨ e.
 .ii E¨ery element of L has a minimal set.
 .iii E¨ery element of L has a minimal set consisting of molecules in L.
COROLLARY 1.7. E¨ery element in a completely distributi¨ e lattice can be
represented as a join of molecules.
 X .  X .THEOREM 1.8. Let L , d be an L-fts. Then for e¨ery x g M L ,l
 . X  .Q x is a down-directed set in L and 0 f Q x .l a
 X . X  4PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L , d be an L-fts, A, B, C g L , A : t g T ;t
X  4L , x g X, a g L _ 0 . Then
 .   .  . 4i x g X : A x g B x 9 .
 .ii AqB at x m x g Ao B.Ã
 .iii AqB m B g A9.Ã
 .iv A F B « AoC ; BoC.
 .v AoE A s D Ao A .t g T t t g T t
 .vi AqE A m ' t g T , AqA .Ã Ãt g T t t
 .vii A F B, CqA « CqB.Ã Ã
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2. QUASIDIFFERENCE
DEFINITION 2.1. Let LX be an L-fuzzy space, A, B g LX. Define the
quasi-difference of A and B, denoted by A __ B, as
A __ B s x g M xA : B x s 0 or l h B x ) 0 ; 4 .  .  .E l
 X .particularly, ; x g pt L ,a
A __ x s y g M LX : y F A , y / x . 4Ea l l
k x g M LX : a g l F A x . .  . 4E l
 4 w xRemark 2.2. Obviously, A __ B s A _ B if L s 0, 1 . For L s 0, 1
 . X  .or a chain and B g L such that supp B s X, A __ B s A n B; in
particular, A __ X s A.
X X PROPOSITION 2.3. Let L be an L-fuzzy space, A, B, C g L , A :t
4 X  X .t g T ; L , x g pt L . Then the following conclusions hold:a
 .i A __ B F A.
 .ii A __ 0 s A.
 .  .iii 1 f M L « A __ 1 s A.L
 .iv A F B « A __ C F B __ C.
 .  .  .v E A __ C s E A __ C .t g T t t g T t
 .  .  .  .vi ; x g supp B , B x g A x « A __ B s A.
 .vii A n B s 0 « A __ B s A.
 .viii x g A « A __ x s A.a a
 .  .  .ix supp B s supp C , B F C « A __ B F A __ C.
 .Proof. i By the definition.
 .  .ii By E M xA s A.
 .  .  .iii Since 1 f M L , ; x g A, l h 1 s 1 x ) 0 always hold, soL l L L
 .A F A __ 1. By i , A __ 1 s A.
 .iv By the definition of quasi-difference.
 .  .  .  .v By iv , E A __ C F E A __ C.t g T t t g T t
 .  .  .Simply denote the condition ``C x s 0 or l h C x ) 0'' by ``P x )l
 .  .0.'' Suppose x g M xE A and P x ) 0.l t g T t l
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 .If C x s 0,
A __ C x s m g M xA x : P x ) 0 .  .  .  . 4 .E E Et t m /
tgT tgT
s M xA x . .E E t
tgT
s A x G l. .E t
tgT
 .  .  .If l h C x ) 0, ; t g T , denote a s l n A x . Since l h C x ,t t
 .  .; t g T , m g M xa « m h C x . So we havet
A __ C x s m g M xA x : P x ) 0 .  .  .  . 4 .E E Et t m /
tgT tgT
s m g M xA x : m h C x ) 0 4 .  . .E E t
tgT
G m g M xa : m h C x ) 0 4 .  .E E t
tgT




s l n A x . .E t
tgT
s l n A x .E t
tgT
s l.
  .. .So E A __ C x G l is always true. Since the join of all theset g T t
 .  .  .x 's is just equal to E A __ C, we get E A __ C G E Al t g T t t g T t t g T t
__ C.
 .  .  .  .  .vi Suppose B x g A x for every x g supp B . ; x g A. If B xl
 .  .s 0, we have x g A __ B. If B x ) 0, then we cannot have l G B x ;l
 .  .  .otherwise we should have A x G l G B x ) 0, i.e., x g supp B and
 .  .  .B x F A x . This contradicts with the supposition. So l h B x ) 0,
 .x g A __ B. By i , A __ B s A.l
 .  .  .vii , viii Both are straightforwardly deduced from vi .
 .ix Prove straight.
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3. ACCUMULATION POINT
 X . X  X .DEFINITION 3.1. Let L , d be an L-fts, A g L , x g M L .l
 .x is called an adherent point of A, if for every U g Q x, l , Ul
quasi-coincides with A, i.e., UqA.Ã
x is called an accumulation point of A, if x is an adherent point ofl l
 .A __ x ; that is to say, for every U g Q x, l , U quasi-coincides with thel
 .quasi-difference of A and x , i.e., Uq A __ x .Ãl l
 X .  .Denote the set of all accumulation points of A in L , d by Acu A or
 .Acu A to emphasize the concerning topology d .d
 . dDefine the deri¨ ed set of A as EAcu A , denoted by A .
 .  .Remark 3.2. 1 Note that by the virtue of Proposition 2.3 i and
 .Proposition 1.9 iv , every accumulation point x of A is an adherent pointl
of A.
 .2 Since every molecule in an L-fts is certainly an adherent point of
every molecule which has the same supporting point and a greater height,
therefore, naturally, when the notion of accumulation point is defined, the
higher molecules with same support point should be removed. But whether
or not the lower molecules at the same support point ``approximating'' the
considered molecule reflects the structure of the value domain, so they
have enough reason to be preserved. This is just the motivation of defining
quasi-difference and then defining accumulation point. Certainly, under
this definition, a molecule can be an accumulation point of itself if it is the
w x  4join of the lower molecules, for example, if L s 0, 1 . Since 0, 1 has no
this property, the preceding definition returns the ordinary correspondent
 4one when L s 0, 1 .
 X . XTHEOREM 3.3. Let L , d be an L-fts, A, B g L . Then
 .  y.i M xA is just the set of all the adherent points of A.
 . y   X . 4ii A s E x g M L : x is an adherent point of A .l l
 .iii A F B « e¨ery adherent point of A is an adherent point of B.
 .  y.  .Proof. i Suppose x g M xA . ;U g Q x . If A F U9, thenl l
y y  .x F A F U9 s U9, x F U9, contradicts with U g Q x . So A g U9, xl l l l
is an adherent point of A.
y y  .Suppose x is an adherent point of A. If x g A , then A 9 g Q x .l l l
Since x is an adherent point of A, A g Ay. But this is a contradiction. Sol
x F Ay.l
 .  .ii By i ,
Ays E M xAy .
s E x g M LX : x g Acu A . .  . 4l l
 .  .iii By i .
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 X . X  4 XTHEOREM 3.4. Let L , d be an L-fts, A, B g L , A : t g T ; L .t
Then
 . y di A s A k A .
 . d dii A F B « A F B .
 .  .d d diii A k B s A k B .
 . d  .div E A F E A .t g T t t g T t
 .  . d yProof. i By Remark 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 ii , A k A F A . ; x gl
 y.M xA .
If x g A, then we have had x F A k Ad already. If x f A, byl l l
 .  .Theorem 3.3 i , x is an adherent point of A, by Proposition 2.3 viii ,l
 .  .;U g Q x , U o A __ x s U o A / B, x is an accumulation point ofl l l
A, we still have x F Ad F A k Ad. So Ays A k Ad.l
 .  .ii Suppose x is an accumulation point of A, then ;U g Q x , byl l
 .  .Proposition 2.3 iv and Proposition 1.9 iv ,
U o B __ x > U o A __ x / B, .  .l l
x is also an accumulation point of B, x g B d. So Ad F B d.l l
 .  . d d  .diii By ii , A k B F A k B . Suppose x is an accumualtionl
point of A k B. If x is not an accumulation point of either A or B, thenl
 .  .  .'U , U g Q x such that U o A __ x s U o B __ x s B. Take U0 1 l 0 l 1 l
 .s U n U g Q x , since x is an accumulation point of A k B,0 1 l l
U o A __ x j U o B __ x .  . . 0 l 1 l
> U o A __ x j U o B __ x by Proposition 1.9 iv .  .  . . .  .l l
s U o A __ x k B __ x by Proposition 1.9 v .  .  . . .l l
s U o A k B __ x by Proposition 2.3 v .  . . .l
/ B.
This is a contradiction.
 .  .iv By ii .
Remark 3.5. Obviously, the concept of accumulation point and the
w xrelative derivation operation are fundamental in topology. In our paper 9 ,
X  w x.we considered their fuzzy form in I I s 0, 1 as follows: For every
X   x.A g I and every fuzzy point e s x x g X, l g 0, 1 , if for everyl
quasi-coincident neighborhood G of e, there exists a point y g X, y / x
 .  .such that A y q G y ) 1, then e is called an accumulation point of A.
 4In other words, G and A _ x are quasi-coincident. According to this
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definition we have given a theory of accumulation point in fuzzy topology.
In particular, we define the derived set
d  4A s x : x is an accumulation point of AE l l
and yielded the fuzzy form of the famous C. T. Yang's Theorem about Ad.
But in the above definition of accumulation point x , we did not takel
 .account of lower points x m - l which can also ``approximate'' x .m l
Thus, e.g., take A as a fuzzy point y , then any y is not an accumulationr m
 .dpoint of A. Hence the derivation operation does not preserve finite
join, even the inclusion order of subsets.
Remark 3.6. In ordinary set theory, the point is the smallest element of
a set. Contrasting with this situation, in fuzzy set theory, a fuzzy point may
contain other smaller fuzzy points. Because of this difference, a join of
some fuzzy points may contain some other fuzzy points different from
those original ones. Therefore, it is natural that a molecule}an L-fuzzy
point x contained in the derived set Ad of an L-fuzzy set A}perhaps isl
 4not an accumulation point of A. For example, take X as a singleton x ,
 4L s 0, a9, a, 1 to be a chain, 0 - a9 - a - 1, and let 0 be mapped to 1
and a to a9; we obtain an order-reversing involution 9 and then an
 4  .F-lattice L. Define d s 0, x , 1 , A s x , then x g Acu A , and hencea a 1
Ad s x . But x g Ad is not an accumulation point of A.1 a
4. C. T. YANG'S THEOREM
In general topology, there is a theorem as follows: In a topological
space, if the derived set of each singleton is closed, so then is the derived
set of each subset. This theorem is called C. T. Yang's Theorem, not
difficult to be proved in general topology. Some authors have tried to
 w x.prove it in L-fuzzy topology e.g., relative results in 13 , but since the
derivation operations used were not very reasonable, only some partial
results were obtained. Now we shall prove that the L-fuzzy form of C. T.
Yang's Theorem still holds for L-fuzzy points in L-fuzzy topology:
 .  X .THEOREM 4.1 C. T. Yang's Theorem . Let L , d be an L-fts. If the
 X .deri¨ ed set of each L-fuzzy point in L , d is a closed subset, then the deri¨ ed
 X .set of each L-fuzzy subset of L , d is a closed subset.
Proof. Suppose the derived set of each L-fuzzy point is closed. A g LX.
To prove Ad is closed, we need only prove Add F Ad, because in this case
 .  d.y d dd dby Theorem 3.4 i we shall have A s A k A s A . So let x gl
 d. dAcu A , we need only prove x F A .l
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d  .Suppose it is not true, i.e., x g A . Denote A x s a, by Theoreml
 . d d d d  . d3.4 ii , x F A . By x g A , x g x . ;U g Q x , since x is a closeda l l a l a
 . d  d.  d.subset, by Theorem 1.8 ii and x g x , V s U9 k x 9 s U n x 9 gl a a a
 .Q x . So we havel
A __ x k x s y g M xA : y / x .  . 4El a m
k x : m g M xA x _ ­l k x . . 4E m A x .
s A. 4.1 .
d  . d d  .By x g A and Prop. 2.3 viii , A __ x s A , by V g Q x and x gl l l l
 d. d  .  .Acu A , A __ x g V 9. So by Theorem 3.4 iii and equality 4.1 ,l
dd d d d dA __ x k x s A __ x k x s A s A __ x g V 9 s U9 k x , .  . .l a l a l a
dA __ x g U9, .l
 .  .there exists y g Acu A __ x such that y g U9, U g Q y . So by y gm l m m m
 .  .  .Acu A __ x , A __ x __ y g U9, by Proposition 2.3 i , A __ x g U9.l l m l
 .  .Since U was arbitrarily taken out from Q x , it means x g Acu A ,l l
dx F A ; this is a contradiction.l
Furthermore, since points in L-fuzzy topological spaces can be repre-
sented as joins of molecules, so the following question is interesting:
OPEN QUESTION 4.1. Is C. T. Yang's Theorem still true if the word
``point'' in its condition ``the derived set of each L-fuzzy point is closed'' is
replaced by ``molecule?''
Although we have not had a perfect answer to the preceding question
yet, but we can prove that it is true for some kind of L's, this is just the
Theorem 4.4 in the sequel.
For convenience, if the word ``point'' in C. T. Yang's Theorem is
replaced by ``molecule'' but the theorem is still true, the C. T. Yang's
Theorem holds for molecules.''
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a complete lattice; then the join of e¨ery directed set
of molecules in L is still a molecule.
 .Proof. Suppose D ; M L is a directed set in L; denote z s E D. If
 .z f M L , then 'a, b - z such that a k b s z . Since z s E D, 'a , b g D
such that a g a, b g b. Since D is directed, 'g g D such that g G a , b.
 .So g g a, b. But g g M L , so g g a k b s z s E D, this is a contradic-
tion.
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Since a chain in a complete lattice is naturally a directed set, so by
Zorn's Lemma, the following corollary holds:
 .COROLLARY 4.3. Let L be a complete lattice, a g L, l g M L , l F a.
 .Then M ­l l xa contains at least one maximal element.
THEOREM 4.4. Let L be an F-lattice such that for e¨ery a g L and e¨ery
 .molecule l F a, M ­l l xa contains at most finite number of maximal
 X .elements, L , d be an L-fts. Then C. T. Yang 's Theorem holds for molecules.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we need only prove that under the given
condition, the derived set of each L-fuzzy point is closed.
 X .  .  .; x g pt L : For every l g M xa , denote K s M ­l l xa , anda l
suppose the set of all the maximal elements of K is F . First of all, wel l
shall prove the following implication:
;a g K « 'g g F , g G a . 4.2 .l a l a
By the virtue of Kuratowski's Lemma, for every a g K , there exists al
maximal chain C in K such that a g C . Let g s EC ; then by thea l a a a
virtue of Lemma 4.2, g is still a molecule. So g g K . g is clearly aa a a a
 .maximal element of K , so g g F and g G a . 4.2 is true.l a l a
x  4Now note that F s x : m g F is just the set of all the maximall m l
x  4  .elements of K s x : m g K , by the virtue of implication 4.2 , we havel m l
x x  .E K s E F , since F is a finite set, by Theorem 3.4 iii ,l l l
dd dx x dE K s E F s E x : m g F s E x : m g F . 4.3 4  . .  .  4 .l l m l m l
 X . d  .Now ; y g M L such that y g x , we shall prove 'V g Q y , suchl l a l l
X d  d. yX dthat V G x . If y g x , then take V s x k x 9 s x g d , by y g xl a l a l a a a l a
 X . d X  .and y g M L , we have y g x k x s V , V g Q y and, certainly,l l a a l l l
X d d  .V G x . If y F x , then y s x, y s x . Since x s y g x , 'U g Q xl a l a l l l l a l l
 . Xsuch that U o x __ x s B, i.e., x F U . Using the previous symbols,l a l l l
we have
x __ x k K x . Ea l l
s x : m g M xa , m h l . 4E m
k x : m g M xa , m G l by Theorem 1.6 i .  . . 4E m
s xa
dd xx s x __ x k E K . .a a l l
d dxs x __ x k E K by Theorem 3.4 iii .  .  . .a l
ddX xF U k E K .  .l l
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y dX xF U k E K by Theorem 3.4 i .  . . .l l
s U X k E x d : m g F by equality 4.3 . . . 4l m l
 X  d 4.Then take V s U k E x : m g F 9, since F is a finite set and thel l m l l
derived set of each molecule is closed, V g d . Since x g x d, by Theoreml l a
 . d  d 4  X .3.4 ii , ;m g F , x g x , and hence x g E x : m g F by x g M Ll l m l m l l
 .and the finiteness of the set F . Since U g Q x , we still obtain V gl l l l
 .  . X dQ x s Q y and V G x .l l l a
 X . dAt last, ; y g M L such that y g x , as proved above, we canl l a
y  .  y. d  y.  X .take V g Q y such that V 9 G x . Denote C s H V 9: y g M L ,l l l a l l
d4 d dy g x , then C is a closed subset and clearly C G x . If C g x , then byl a a a
 .  . d  y.E M xC s C, ' y g M xC , y g x . But y g V 9, and hence y g C,l l a l l l
this is a contradiction. So x d s C is a closed subset.a
COROLLARY 4.1. If L is a product lattice of a set of chains, then C. T.
Yang 's Theorem holds for molecules.
w xCOROLLARY 4.2. If L s 0, 1 , then C. T. Yang 's Theorem holds for
molecules.
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